Let k be a commutative ring, and A a commutative k-algebra. In Section 2 we define D(A) the ring of k-linear differential operators on A. If k is a field of characteristic zero and A is the coordinate ring of a nonsingular affine algebraic variety over k, then it is shown in [3, 51 that the global homological dimension of D(A) (gl. dim D(A)), equals the dimension of the variety.
INTRoDUCT10~
Let k be a commutative ring, and A a commutative k-algebra. In Section 2 we define D(A) the ring of k-linear differential operators on A. If k is a field of characteristic zero and A is the coordinate ring of a nonsingular affine algebraic variety over k, then it is shown in [3, 51 that the global homological dimension of D(A) (gl. dim D(A)), equals the dimension of the variety.
Here we prove that if k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, and A is the coordinate ring of a nonsingular afline algebraic variety, X, over k then gl. dim D(A) = dim X. In [S] it is shown that the weak global dimension of D(A) (w-dim. D(A)), equals dim X.
As D(A) is not noetherian there is no apriori reason for w-dim D(A) and gl. dim D(A) to be equal. It is a relatively straightforward matter to see that D(A) is a union of subalgebras each of which has global dimension equal to dim X, and so a theorem of Berstein [2] gives gl. dim D(A) d dim X+ 1. So the point is to show that in this particular situation Berstein's result can be improved to show gl. dim D(A) < dim X. That the global dimension is bounded below by dim X is a consequence of the fact that w-dim D( A ) = dim X.
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
Let k be a commutative ring, and A a commutative k-algebra. Then End, A may be made into an A Ok A-module by defining ((a@ 6)8)(c) = a0(bc) for 0 E End,A and a, h, c E A. We write [a, 01 for (a 0 1 -10 a)0, so [a, e](b) = dl(b) -tqub). DEFINITION (3) The reader is referred to [6, 7, S] for an introduction to differential operators on commutative rings. DEFINITION 2.3. Denote by p: A Ok A + A the multiplication map p(u@h) = ah. This is a k-algebra map (also an A-module map for either the right or left A-module structure on A 0 A). Thus I= ker Jo is an ideal of A@, A. THEOREM 2.4 (Heynemann-Sweedler [7] , Grothendieck [6] ).
Let 0 E End, A. Then 8EDiff;'A, (fund only i' r'+'.H=O.
From now on, char k = p > 0, and A = k[t, ,..., t,,] is a finitely generated commutative k-algebra. We also assume k is contained in A. DEFINITION 2.5. For r 30, define A, to be the subalgebra of A generated by k and all elements a"' with u E A. Clearly A = A, 3 A, 3 .. , and for r > s, A, is a finitely generated A,-module. Conversely, let 8 E End,, A. Then certainly 0 E End, A. We claim that 8 is a differential operator of order bs = np'-1. To see this note that I'+ ' is generated (as an ideal) by all (lOr,-t,~l)i'...(l~t,,-t,~l)jn where .j, + . . + j,, = np'. This is because I is generated by l@t,-t,@l,.,., l@t,-t,,@l. As jl+ ... +jn=npr some ,j,>p', and thus (l~ri-tj~l)P'=lOt~'-t~'~l divides (l@t,--t,@l)j'... Hence D, is a finitely generated A,-module. In particular D, is a finitely generated module over its centre, so satisfies a polynomial identity. However, D will not in general satisfy a polynomial identity (when A is a polynomial ring over k, D does not satisfy a polynomial identity).
The following is used in Section 3. We have shown that any proper submodule of M is of finite length <I-I. Hence length ,)M<l. 1
GLOBAL DIMENSION
Henceforth, k is an algebraically closed field with char k = p > 0, X is a nonsingular affine algebraic variety over k, and A = C!(X) is the coordinate ring of X.
Our immediate goal is statements (3) and (4) of Proposition 3.2. We begin with the following Lemma, parts (i) and (ii) of which are to be found in [S] . (ii) R is a finite1.y generated projective S-module, (iii) Hom,( R, S) is a ,finitely generated projective R-module of rank 1. This establishes (2) and (3) [12] gives the existence of the required W, proving (5).
Finally to see that the above statements are true if "right" is replaced by "left" is routine. For example, if s 2 r, to show that D,$ is a projective left D,-module, it is sufficient (by Morita equivalence) to show that Hom,,(A, A,)@", D, is projective as a (left) A,-module. But this is isomorphic to ArOA, Hom,,(A, A,) and this is projective as an A,-module since Hom,,(A, A,) is a projective A.Y-module. We leave the rest of the proof of (6) and hence of finite length. In particular, T, is finitely generated as a left ideal, since DI, is finitely generated. We also have for all r that, T,-, c T, and I= u,"=O DI,= UyzO T,.
We will next show that pd,( T,/T,_ 1) < n for all r, and hence by [ 1, Proposition 31, pd,( I) < n.
As 
